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Objective: The learner should be able to appraise the potential impact of a nursing portal upon the performance of bedside nurses.

I. Bring out the popcorn, it’s movie time!!!!!!! Join us in the premier of our new film, What Would You Do???

A. If the star of our video was practicing in your hospital, what advice would she receive?
   a. Ask a colleague
   b. Look up the policy or procedure
   c. Call the pump manufacturer
   d. None of the above

II. A little bit about us…

III. What is a nursing portal?
IV. Why implement a nursing portal?

A. Means of nursing performance support

a. Raybould's model entitled "The Organizational Performance/Learning Cycle" is based on five phases

i. Phase One: Performance-Centered Design

ii. Phase Two: Performance

iii. Phase Three: Individual Learning (Safe Mobilization Site)

iv. Phase Four: Generation of New Knowledge

v. Phase Five: Knowledge Capture
B. Means of nursing communication

C. Means of nursing professional development

D. Means of enabling our staff to provide safe, efficient, and effective care (highly reliable)

V. How do you implement a portal?

VI. Our challenges
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